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CRYSTALLIZATIONOF POLYETHYLENEUNDER HIGH PRESSURE
BY)IROOsoal,KIafIHI%0
HARA,
NISHID
HIRAI"
AND
JliNICHI
HI%ASA~
Thecrystallization
andthe annealing
grocessof polyethylene
underhigh
pressurehavebeenstudied.The thickness
of singlecrystallamellaecanbe
represented
wellby theequation
of Lauri[zen-Hoffman
up to 2000atmif one
usesthe meltingtemperaturepredicted
by the Clapeyronequation. The
surfacefreeenergyof theend surface
ofsinglecrystalhasbeenestimated,,
and
beenfoundto decrease
withincreasing
pressure.
Introduction
Till,KellerandFischerfoundindependentlyl:'lhat
polyethylene
crystallizes
isothermally
from
the dilutesolutionassinglecrystallamellae.Afterthisdiscovery
manypolymers
werecrystallized
in theformofsinglecrystal,and nowit is believedthat any crystallizable
polymerscanb@single
crystalsif propersolventsarechosen.Thesinglecrystalof polyethylene
is a lamellaof lozenge
shapewith neazlythe samebasicthicknesswhiciis about100A. It has beenshownthat the
uniformthickness
o[plate-like
crystalsis associated
withthe foldConfiguration
of the chainmoleculeswhichareperpendiculaz
[otheplaneofthechainfolds.Thethickness
of thelamellaincreases
withthetemperature
ofcrystallization
orannealing.
Theexperiment
of the polymercrystallization
underhighpressurewasdoneby\fatsuokaat
first?7Hefoundthat the linearpolyethylene
crystallized
underhighpressurehasa densityapproaching
theperfectcrystaldensitycalculated
fromthecrystallatticeconstantsobtained
fromx-ray
analysisanditsmelting
pointi;closeto thelimiting
valueestimated
for[heperfectcrystals.
Recently
Geiland hiscoworkers3l
foundthat the thicknessof [he crystallamellaof linearpolyethylene
crystallized
frommeltunderpressureofabout5000atmbecomes
extremely
lazgeandsometimes
it
amountsto thelengthofthepolymermolecule
itself,thatis,aboutseveralthousands
angstrom.
Thepresentworkis cazriedout to studythemechanism
of the process
of [he increase
in the
lamellarthickness
underelevatedpressurewithrisingtemperature
ofcrystallization.
ExperimentDls
(1) Preparation
ofsamples
Thesamplesusedin [hisinvestigation
werea linearpolyethylene,
Marlex50. 0.2g of Marlex
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i0 was dissolved in 200 cc of xylene at 120°C. This solution was gradually added into xylene , whose
volume was about 5 times as much as that of the solution, when the temperature was kept constant
within I`C above a given crystallization temperture.
few hours before filtration.

The suspension was aged isothermally for a

After filtration and drying the thin film of about 0.05 mm thick was

taken ofi from the filter paper. The single crystals were piled up in the 51m orienting their lamellar
surface parallel to the film surface. The thin film was cut into small pieces o[ ribbon with a razor.
(2) Hea[ treatment under high pressure
The high pressure apparatus used is the piston cylinder type vessel with silicon oil as pressure

i

transmitting medium, which produces the hydrostatic pressure (Fig. 1). The pressure and temperature were kept constant for 3 hrs to accomplish the thickening process. Then the temperature was
reduced to about 50°C at a rate of about 4°C/min at which time the pressure was released and the
sample removed. The small ribbons of the sample e•ere charged in parallel in a sample holder. and
submitted to the small angle x-ra}• measurement at room temperature. In order to obtain a sharp
diffraction pattern as shown in Fig. 2, the x-ray beam should be directed parallel to the surface of
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Fig. t The hydraulic press and piston cylinder type high pressure apparatus

Fig. 1 Diffraction intensity curve of low angle a-ray
for single crystal film of Marlea-50 annealed
at various temperatures under t,020 atm for
3 hrs

the film in which the single crystals were piled up with their flat surface parellel to the film surface.
(3) Crystallization from melt under high pressure
Pellets of 14arlex 50 were enclosed in the above vessel under the chosen pressure and heated
up to about 2i0°C to melt the polymer. Then it is reduced gradually down to l80`C and kept at
the temperature and pressure for 3 hrs to accomplish the crystallization. After removal of the samples from the crystallization vessel, they were immersed in liquid nitrogen (or a sufficient period of
time to cool them and were then fractured by a hammer. The fractured surfaces were replicated by
a dire[

platinum carbon technique, and the replicas were eaamined by means of an electron

microscope.
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Results
(1) Heat treatment under high pressure
The thickness of the single crystals of po]yetSylene annealed at atmospheric pressure increased
with the rise of annealing temperature as shown in Fig. 3.

A single crystal heated for 1.5 hr a[ 120°C

at atmospheric pressure is shown in Photo. 1. Comparison between the area of the annealed crystal
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condition showedthat the thicknessof the crystalliteswacabout 2209. The morphologicalfeatures
of the single crystal annealed under high pressure would be the same as those at [he atmospheric
pressure. The thickness of the single crystals of polyethylene treated under va•ious pressuresis
shown in Fig. 3. It is shown that the annealing temperature T(°C) and pressure P (atm) have a
pronounced influenceon the thicknessL (A). The values of L increase with T slowly in the lower
temperature range and steeply in the higher temperature range near the melting points for each
pressure. The annealingtime does not affectthe thickeningprocessso much when it is above about
2 hrs as shown in Fig. 4.
(2) Electron microscopeobservation
The (ratlure surfaceof [he sample crystallized at 160°C under 1100atm is shown in Photo. 2.
In the largeportion of [hz photograph,the band structureof fairly uniformthicknesscanbe observed.
This structure represents the lamellae which are seen edge-on. The polymer moleculesare folded
in order to fit into the band structure and the molecularchain aces arz essentially perpendicular
to the lamellar thickness. The striations of [he order of 3009 in width normal to the band
structure wouldnot be the moleculeitself, but might be attributed to the molecularchain bandies.
They are, however,beneath the rzsolvingpower of the replicas.
The thicknessof lamellae is in the order of 300 [o lOOOA.The whole length of the moleculaz
chain of ~fadex 50 is about SOODA,
and so the moleculesare extremely extended as long as 10009
but not fully exteodedand folded in these bands. It is also interest to notice that the fold length of
!0009 is consistentwith the value expected from the lamellar thicknessof single crystals annealed
under high pressure. The point (L=10009 and T=ItiO°C) is almost on the extrapolated straight
line of L us° 1/(T„-T) plot for P=1 t00 atm as shown in Fig. 5.
The dark 5brous matters of about 3009 in width which are seen in the whole range and predominantly in [he lower righthand side of Photo. 2 may be the fibers in which the moleculesare
pulled out from the folded-chainlamellae. Pulling-out was carried out so rapidly that the energy
produced was dissipatedas heat. This heating causesthe fibrils[o melt at their ends and ball up in
the manner seen in Photo. 2.
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Photo. 2 Fracture surface of polyethylene (unfractionated
bfarlea 50)crystallized at
160°C under 1,125 a[m
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Consideration
Accordingto the theory of Lauritzen-Ho[fman?>L, [he thickness of the lamellaeof the single
Crystalscrystallizedfrom melt at the temperatureT, is given by Chefollowingequation.
d,o, d j,
Here, d~ is the diameter of the chain molecule,o, and o~ the surface free energies per unit area of
the lateral and the end surfacesof lamellaerespectively,and dj the free energy of crystallization
which is representedby
where dk is the heat o[ fusion per unit volumeof the polymer. Thus eq. (1) is deduced to the simple equation

L=L~+T
„AT
with

A=2kT/d,o,

and L,=kT/d,a„

(3 )

in which L, is the value of L when T is comparably close to T,,. The data of the lamellar thickness
L in Fig. 3 are replotted against t/(T.,„-T) in Fig. S. We have good straight lines for each pressure
in these temperature range as eq. (3) requires. The values of T„ are decided by the asymptotes of
each curve in Fig. 3. This result implies that the crystallization process under elevated pressure
seems to be ruled by the mechanism of Lauritun~Hoffman as in the case of the atmospheric pressure. From the intercept and the inclination of the straight line, the values of La and A, and accordingly o, were calcuated, which zee listed in Table 1.
Table
P(atm)
1

1

L,(Apr

A(A/deg.)

T„('C)

o.(erg/cmr)

96

zzoo

140

1020

90

1850

161

~~
62

I9i0

83

1350

I85
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• Calculatedvaluesa[ T,„-T-50
The melting point T,„should be elevated with increasingpressure P and may be predicted from
the Clapeyronequation ;
dP
dH
(4)
dT,,,-T,udV'
where dH (cal/g) denotes the latent beat of fusion, T (°K) the melting point, and dV (cc/g) the
volume change of fusion. At least in the pressurerange of the present experiment, dH and dV may
be assumed to be constant, and eq. (4) can be approximatedby
P_dA1nT„,T
dV T'
dH T„-T,.),
„iTwdV(
r
4) J. D.Hoffmanand J. I. Lauritzen,Ja, !. Re.c.N. d. S., 65A,197(1961)

(5)

0
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where T ,'

is the
the melting temperature at the atmospheric pressure. Now put dH=6g.Ocal/g,

dV=0.16cc/g
c/g and
and T',„=410°K, then we heve

P(alm)=425(T.,-410).

(6 )

Em

Fig.6 Effectof pressure(P) on the melting
point (T,q) of polyethylene; (O)
experimentalpoints.
The solidline showseq.(6).
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The values of P and T,„ listed in Table 1 are in accord well with this equation as shown in Fig. 6,
and theref ore [hey are consideredto be adequate as the melting temperatures for the given pressures.
The v aloes of a, calculated from eq. (3) are less than 10 erg/cmz which are almost the same
order as t he surfaze free energy of liquid paraffins,but the values of a° calculatedare much larger.
The value of a, can be estimated from the molecularconformationof the chain folding which is
considered to contain four gauche configurationsis it. The excess energy for a fold is 700x 4 caL,
where 700 cal. is the energydifferencebetween[he [rans and the gaucheforms. Sincethe surfacearea
for a fold is equal to 36.3x 10-'s cmz, the excesssurface energy per unit area of the end surface
is 60 erg/t mz, and the value of a. be=omes60+10=70 erg/cmz which agrees well with the valves
listed in T able 1.
Eq. (3 shows that A u proportionalto T. and so ft is expected to decreasewith pressure, but
the reverse is true as seen is Table 1. This means that the surfaze free energy of the end surface
of the sing le crystal a,: would decrease with increasingpressure as is represented in Table 1. It is
doubtful whether any quantitative treatment of this fact is possible as yet, but it is reasonableto
assume tha t the energy differencebetween the gaucheand [rans configurationsbecomesless under
high press ore.
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